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Abstract

The flexibility of biological macromolecules is an important structural determinant of function. Unfortunately,
the correlations between different motional modes are poorly captured by discrete ensemble representations.
Here, we present new ways to both represent and visualize correlated interdomain motions. Interdomain
motions are determined directly from residual dipolar couplings, represented as a continuous conformational
distribution, and visualized using the disk-on-sphere representation. Using the disk-on-sphere representation,
features of interdomain motions, including correlations, are intuitively visualized. The representation works
especially well for multidomain systems with broad conformational distributions.This analysis also can be
extended to multiple probability density modes, using a Binghammixture model. We use this new paradigm to
study the interdomain motions of staphylococcal protein A, which is a key virulence factor contributing to the
pathogenicity of Staphylococcus aureus. We capture the smooth transitions between important states and
demonstrate the utility of continuous distribution functions for computing the reorientational components of
binding thermodynamics. Such insights allow for the dissection of the dynamic structural components of
functionally important intermolecular interactions.

© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Introduction

Dynamics of biological macromolecules over various
spatial and time scales are essential for biological
functions such as molecular recognition, catalysis, and
signaling. Multiple studies have demonstrated that
interdomain motions are a crucial component of the
dynamics associated with molecular recognition [1–3].
Protein andRNAmolecules can rearrange interdomain
orientations upon binding, thereby enabling adaptive
conformational changes that are accompanied by
contributions to the free energy, internal energy, and
entropy of binding. Despite the recent interest in
studying interdomain motions, one challenge of study-
ing such motions is the lack of effective representa-
tions. Using the discrete ensemble representation,
correlations between different motional modes are not
directly captured. Here, we present a new paradigm to
r Ltd. All rights reserved.
represent and visualize correlated interdomain mo-
tions. We represent interdomain motions as a contin-
uous distribution on SO(3) (3D rotational space) and
parameterize the correlations directly. By using the
continuous representation, correlations are quantified
directly from experimental observables. In addition, this
continuous representation enables the computation of
the re-orientational components of the free energy,
internal energy, and entropy of binding.We also design
a visualizationmethod called the disk-on-sphere (DoS)
drawing to visualize the spatial dynamic information
(see Fig. 1). Features of the interdomain motions,
including geometry and correlations of these motions,
are effectively represented in the DoS visualization.
Finally, unlike discrete ensemble representations, the
continuous representation of orientational distributions
is not over-fit, requires no non-physical assumptions,
and can be computed directly from the measured
J Mol Biol (2018) 430, 3412–3426
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Fig. 1. Summary of continuous distribution of interdomain orientations (CDIO) analysis and the Disk‐on‐Sphere (DoS)
representation. Interdomain orientations are defined as the orientation of the unaligned domain (blue, x′,y′,z′) in the aligned
domain's coordinate system (red, x,y,z). In the ZLBT-C system, the aligned domain is the ZLBT domain and the unaligned
domain is the C domain. a, Two examples of interdomain orientations. The probabilities of each of these orientations are
deduced from the best-fit CDIO determined from observed RDCs in the unaligned domain. b, The DoS plot of one of two
best-fit CDIO solutions. The position of each disk on the sphere gives the orientation of the z′ axis in the x,y,z frame. The
colors on each disk represent the joint probability of a particular orientation of the x′ and z′ axes. The two enlarged disks
correspond to the interdomain orientations depicted in panel a. c, The conditional probability distributions of each of the
interdomain orientations in panel b. The ratio of the probabilities of the two orientations can be used to deduce their
difference in Gibbs energy.
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RDCs (see section "Interdomain orientations can be
represented as a continuous distribution").
Staphylococcal protein A (SpA) is a key virulence

factor that supports the invasion of Staphylococcus
aureus into the human body. SpA binds to an array of
targets in the host to disarm the immune system,
facilitate the colonization, and consequently contrib-
ute to the pathogenicity of S. aureus. The emergence
of antibiotic-resistant S. aureus strains has driven the
search for vaccines with high efficacy to counteract
several virulence factors, including SpA [6]. Targeting
virulence as opposed to bacterial cell growth may be
a more effective way to avoid the emergence of
resistant strains. Structural studies of SpA and its
interaction with host proteins would support rational
design of improved vaccines or other therapeutics to
diminish S. aureus virulence. The binding targets of
SpA include the Fc region of antibodies, the Fab region
of VH3 antigen receptors (e.g., IgM) on B cells,
TNFR1, and EGFR [7–9]. There are five tandem
functional domains in the N-terminal half of SpA
(SpA-N). The five domains share a high sequence
identity and they are structurally and functionally
similar [8,10,11]. Recent studies indicate a correla-
tion between the functional plasticity and the
structural flexibility of SpA-N [10,12,13].
Given the limited current knowledge of SpA-N

interdomain motions, we undertook an NMR study
as an initial effort to understand the link between
structural flexibility and functional plasticity. NMR
spin relaxation experiments identified a 6-residue
flexible interdomain linker and interdomain motions.
To obtain spatial dynamic information, we measured
residual dipolar couplings (RDCs) from two SpA-N
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domains with multiple alignments. The interdomain
motions of SpA-N were analyzed using the new
paradigm. Significant correlations were observed in
the orientational distribution, indicating that the
motion populates some interdomain orientations
more than others. A novel statistical thermodynamic
analysis of the observed orientational distribution
suggests that it is among the energetically most
favorable orientational distributions for binding to
antibodies. Thus, the affinity is enhanced by an
orientationally pre-posed distribution of interdomain
orientations while maintaining the flexibility is pre-
sumably required for function.
Results

The linkers between SpA-N tandem domains are
highly flexible

SpA-N has five tandem domains (E–D–A–B–C).
Each domain is a three-helix bundle. NMR structural
studies suggest that there are unstructured regions
between domains, each consisting of 6 to 10 residues
[14]. However, the flexibility of these unstructured
regions has not been directly measured. Hence, we
conducted NMR spin relaxation experiments to
measure the flexibility at picosecond to nanosecond
timescale. Instead of using the five domains of SpA-N,
we replaced E/D/A/C domains with B domain and
engineered a construct called 5B [13]. Because the
sequence identity between domains is high (83%–
91%), this construct is a mimic of SpA-N structurally
and functionally. Compared to SpA-N, the construct
has a simpler 15N-HSQC spectrum. Except for the N-
and C-termini, the residues at the same position in
each domain have nearly the same electromagnetic
Fig. 2. Relaxation properties of 5B. a, Lipari–Szabo mapp
inside the rigid limit curve. Anisotropic correlation times are
parameters are color coded onto a structure of double B do
available.
environment, so their signals in a 15N-HSQC spec-
trum overlap (Fig. S1). The 55 overlapping15N-HSQC
resonances corresponding to all five domains of 5B
were sequentially assigned using standard methods.
Six additional resonances were assigned to the first
five residues at the N-terminus and the last residue
at the C-terminus. Those terminal residues would
experience different electromagnetic environments
from the corresponding interdomain linker residues
because they have no adjacent domain.
We measured R1 and R2 rates and heteronuclear

NOE ratios at 14.1 T for each assignable residue
using published methods [15]. A sharp drop in the
heteronuclear NOE ratios was observed for the first
five residues and the last one residue in each
domain (Fig. S2). We also generated a Lipari–Szabo
map by deriving spectral density estimates from the
relaxation experiments (Fig. 2a). The Lipari–Szabo
mapping method provides a graphical approach to
estimate and display order parameters [16]. The
majority of points in Fig. 2a form a cluster near the
bottom of rigid limit curve. For the corresponding
residues, reorientation of the backbone N–H bond is
primarily due to global tumbling. However, 9 points
are well separated from the cluster, indicating that
the N–H bonds of these residues are much more
flexible. Four of these points correspond to residues
3–5 and the C-terminal residue of 5B and are
assigned to the termini because they have the
lowest order parameter for the sequentially assigned
residue. Their low-order parameters are typical for
the termini of proteins. The remaining low-order
parameter N–H bonds correspond to residues 1–5
and 58 of each non-terminal B domain. The order
parameters of these N–H bonds are nearly as low as
those of the termini. The heteronuclear NOE ratios
(Fig. S2) and the Lipari–Szabo mapping (Fig. 2a) are
ing of 5B. Residue resonances are plotted as blue points
plotted as red points on the rigid limit curve. b, Order

mains. Residues are colored as gray when data are not
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consistent with each other. Both of them show that
there is a 6-residue linker (KADNKF) between every
pair of adjacent domains.While linkers betweenD–A–
B–C domains of SpA-N have the same sequence as
the linker in 5B, the linker between E and D domains
has three additional residues. As a result, the E–D
domain linker could be more flexible than others. The
motions of each domain could deviate from isotropic
tumbling because themotions are also affected by the
motions of adjacent domains. Indeed, the Lipari–
Szabomapping plot does not have the appearance of
one generated from a globular protein. Using an
anisotropic tumbling model, we estimated the three
global correlation times as 11.02, 11.91, and
14.58 ns, which aremuch smaller than the correlation
time of a globular protein of the size of SpA-N. The
small correlation time implies that there are inter-
domain motions due to the flexible linkers.

Partial alignment of a reference domain
decouples alignment from interdomain motion

We measured RDCs of a di-domain construct that
links a B domain variant “Z domain” [17] and a C
domain together using the conserved linker. Z domain
differs from B domain by only two residues, A1V and
G29A. Consequently, they have nearly indistinguish-
able structures [10,17]. RDCs are sensitive to motion
from picoseconds to milliseconds, so our measured
RDCs are averaged over local bond vibration,
interdomain motion, and global tumbling. Based on
the results from spin relaxation experiments, residues
outside of the linker regions are rigid and the
contribution from local bond motions is negligible. In
order to separate interdomain motions from global
motions, we introduced a rigid lanthanide binding tag
(I2LBT-mutA) [18,19] into the loop between Helix II
and Helix III of Z domain to create the Z-I2LBT-mutA
domain [19] in the N-terminal domain, linked to C
domain at the C-terminus (referred to hereafter as
ZLBT-C). This construct allowed us to observe the
interdomain motions in the Z (B) domain coordinate
system. Thus, the ZLBT domain is directly aligned by
a lanthanide ion, while the C domain is indirectly
aligned. The alignment of the C domain depends on
both global tumbling and interdomain motions. Be-
cause the alignment of the ZLBT domain only affects
its global tumbling, we could remove the effect of
global tumbling from the alignment of the C domain
and consequently decouple interdomainmotions from
global motions.
In order to obtain multiple alignments, we construct-

ed a second version of lanthanide-binding ZLBT
domain (NHis-Z-I2LBT-mutA-C) by introducing a
His-tag at its N-terminus (Fig. S3). Both constructs
have nanomolar lanthanide binding affinities as
measured by Tb3+ fluorescence (Fig. S3). The
construct NHis-ZLBT-C has a tighter binding affinity,
suggesting that the His-tag contributes to the coordi-
nation of lanthanide ion. Because the His-tag is in
close proximity to the LBT, the tighter binding affinity
could be due to a direct interaction between the His-
tag and the lanthanide ion. Alternatively, the His-tag
may favor the higher-affinity conformation of LBT in
some other way, indirectly enhancing the binding of
the lanthanide ion to LBT. Either way, the introduced
His-tag could perturb the detailed conformation of the
LBT-lanthanide complex and potentially result in a
different alignment. Indeed, alignments from the two
constructs are different (Table S1).We also combined
the two constructs with two types of lanthanide ions,
Dy3+ and Tb3+. The two lanthanides have different
magnetic susceptibility tensors and behave differently
in a magnetic field, so the combination gave us a total
of four different alignments (Table S1). The RDCs in
all four alignments were measured by 15N IPAP
HSQCexperiments (seeMaterials andMethods). The
RDCs of C domain in all four alignments are
significantly smaller than those of B domain, indicating
extensive interdomain motions (Fig. S5). The small
RDCs of C domain were carefully measured by fitting
the peaks to a mixture model with both Gaussian and
Lorentzian components as described in Materials and
Methods. We performed duplicate experiments to
estimate theRDCerror. The estimated error is 0.2 Hz,
which agreeswith literature estimates and theRMSDs
in the correlation plots (Fig. S5) [20]. Because no
significant intra-domain dynamics were observed
within the picosecond to nanosecond timescale, our
analysis treats the non-linker region of each domain
as a rigid body. We fit Saupe alignment tensors to the
RDCs from the non-linker residues of each domain in
each alignment [21]. There is a good agreement
between experimental data and back-calculated data
(Fig. S5), which in turn confirms the validity of the rigid
bodyassumption for the individual domains. Fit results
are summarized in Table S1.

The information content of the RDC data can be
determined using the OLC method

For interdomain motions, the Saupe tensors sum-
marize the information content in the RDC data sets
[2]. We quantified the information content in the four
sets of RDC data using the orthogonal linear
combination (OLC) method [22]. The method projects
different alignments in the five-dimensional Saupe
tensor spaceand finds a linear combination of these to
yield a set of orthogonal alignment tensors. The
information content of these orthogonal alignments
can be quantified from the Q factors for each
alignment. The number of orthogonal alignments
with low Q factors correlates with the constraining
power of the data. By quantifying the information
content, we could build a model matching the
constraining power of our data and avoid over-fitting.
In addition, some OLC components contain a
considerable amount of noise giving them low
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information content. Filtering these components out
can reduce noise in the derived orientations.
Out of four different alignments, we obtained two

orthogonal alignments with high information content
(Fig. 4a). The singular value measures the amplitude
of signal in the corresponding alignment, while the Q
factor measures the signal-to-noise ratio. The first
orthogonal alignment has a large singular value of
34.4 × 10−4 and a low Q factor of 0.13, indicating
high information content. Although the second
orthogonal alignment has a much smaller singular
value, its Q factor of 0.22 is still below 0.3,
suggesting a much smaller noise and high informa-
tion content. The third and fourth alignments have
low singular values and high Q factors, so they have
low information content. Consequently, the first two
alignments were used for constraining the confor-
mational model, while the rest were discarded. With
the two orthogonal alignments (Table S2), we have a
total of 10 independent observables to constrain a
model of the interdomain orientational distribution.

Interdomain motions can be represented as a
continuous distribution

Previous approaches traditionally use a discrete
finite ensemble to describe biomolecular dynamics,
including interdomain motions [1–3]. A discrete
ensemble assigns certain probabilities to the confor-
mations in the ensemble and assigns zero probability
to the rest of the conformational space. Although the
ensemble description captures several characteristics
of biomolecular motions, the void of probability
between structures is physically unreasonable. In
Fig. 3. A flowchart of the experimental and computational
experimental step. The steps in red are computational steps.
addition, discrete conformational ensembles in previ-
ous studies were only constrained by averages
observed in experiments. There is no direct evidence
for the atomistic details shown in the discrete
conformations. The atomistic details in discrete
conformational ensembles are an over-interpretation
of the experimental observables. As an alternative to
this approach, we took advantage of the insensitivity
of RDCs to interdomain distance and modeled the
orientational component of the interdomain motions
as a continuous distribution on the 3D rotational space
SO(3). We refer to this henceforth as the continuous
distribution of interdomain orientations (CDIO)model.
Our CDIO model belongs to the family of Bingham
distributions [23] that are widely used to describe
circular distributions on the 2D sphere S2 and 3D
rotational space SO(3) [24]. Previous studies demon-
strated the Bingham model's ability to represent
salient features of a broad spectrum of orientational
distributions [24]. Although the Binghammodel onSO
(3) is uni-modal, it is a joint distribution in rotation
space that includes all possible interdomain orienta-
tions. Unlike discrete ensemble representations, it can
accurately describe concerted motions. Fortunately,
the Bingham distribution only has nine independent
parameters, which can be easily constrained by two or
more orthogonal sets of RDC alignments. In contrast
to ensemblemethods, which rely on a large number of
parameters (e.g., molecular mechanics force fields
and the size of ensemble), the CDIOmodel relies only
on the assumption that the interdomain orientation is a
smooth distribution with a single mode. The smooth-
ness assumption is a weak assumption that excludes
high-frequency oscillations in the distribution, thereby
steps used to calculate the CDIO. The step in blue is an
The loss function is given in Eq. (33) in SI.
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preserving the information content in the RDC data,
while avoiding over-parameterization.
The CDIO model reduces the structure determina-

tion problem (the "inverse problem" of deducing
structure from data [25,4,5]) to a process of fitting
the parameters of the Binghamdistribution to theRDC
data (see Fig. 3). We used a deterministic algorithm to
search for the parameters of the distribution. The
algorithm belongs to the branch-and-bound family
[25–27], which uses a divide-and-conquer strategy for
search problems. The algorithm is also provable;
therefore, it guarantees to find the best-fit Bingham
distribution. To describe the interdomain orientation, it
is first necessary to define themolecular frameof each
domain. In the coordinate frame of either Z or C
domain, the z-axis of the domain is parallel to the
helices and points toward the N-termini of helices 1
and 3, the y-axis is in the plane of helix II and III, and
the x-axis is perpendicular to the plane (Fig. 1a). The
3D joint interdomain orientational distribution can be
Fig. 4. OLC analysis of the four RDC alignments. a, Singul
with each OLC alignment. b, The correlation plot of the first OLC
domain and the RDCs back-calculated from the two correspond
plot of the first OLC data set (blue) and the second OLC data se
the two corresponding OLC Saupe tensors of the C domain.
visualized in a DoS representation (Fig. 5). In this
representation, the red x, y, z-axes inFig. 1a represent
the coordinate frame of the reference domain (Z
domain) and the blue x′, y′, z′-axes in Fig. 1a represent
the coordinate frame of the C domain. The joint
probability of a particular interdomain orientation,
displayed as a radial line segment representing the x
′ axis of the C domain on a disk whose position on the
sphere is determinedby the orientationof the z′axis, is
represented by the color of the line segment. The color
scale for the probability, in terms of percentile, is
shown by the legend at the bottom of the figure. Note
that the line segment color on each disk represents
the joint probability of both the z′ axis orientation and a
particular rotation around it.
Using the two orthogonal alignments generated by

theOLCmethod, we applied the algorithm to the SpA-
N di-domain system and found two CDIO model
solutions that can reproduce the RDC data nearly
equally well (Fig. S6). A priori, it is possible that any
ar values (black bars) and Q factors (red bars) associated
data set (blue) and the second OLC data set (yellow) of Z
ing OLC Saupe tensors of the Z domain. c, The correlation
t (yellow) of C domain and the RDCs back-calculated from



Fig. 5. CDIO models for ZLBT-C shown in DoS views. Two solutions give equivalently good fits to the data. The first
solution is shown in panel a and the second solution is shown in panel c. Each panel shows the distribution from a front
view (top) and a back view (bottom). Also shown are atomistic models whose interdomain orientation is the most probable
in each solution. The linker conformation and interdomain distance are arbitrary. b, An example disk showing the joint
probabilities of four different interdomain orientations, all with the same z′ axis orientation but different rotations around z′.
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linear combination of the two solutions could also fit the
data. To determine if both solutions were physically
possible, we simulated a structural ensemble of the
B-C di-domain molecule in the absence of any binding
partner using the RanCh component of the EOM
package [28].
The core Z and C domains were treated as rigid

bodies, while the backbone conformations of the 6-
residue Z-C linker were sampled using RanCh [28] to
generate a 10,000member ensemble. The simulation
generated conformers by sampling the Ramachan-
dran space of each flexible residue and rejected
conformerswith steric clashes.We then converted the
resulting discrete ensemble into a CDIO model by
convolution of Bingham kernels for each conformer
(see Materials and Methods and Fig. S8). When
comparing the RanCh-generated CDIO (Fig. S7) with
the experimentally constrained ones, the first solution,
shown in Fig. 5a, is much less consistent with the
simulation than the second (Fig. 5b).The DoS plot of
the simulation shows a large void of probability in the
white area, suggesting that most conformers in this
area have steric clashes.
The distribution mode of the first solution largely

coincides with this low probability region and 37.3%
of its probability falls into the region (Fig. S7).
Quantitatively, we defined a clash score based on
the probability of a distribution (see SI) in the low
probability region and calculated clash scores for
both solutions. The clash score of the first solution is
more than twofold higher than that of the second
solution. By thermodynamic criteria (see section
“The energetically favorable CDIO of SpA” below),
the simulated ensemble is also in better agreement
with the second solution than the first solution or any
linear combination of the two. These results suggest
that the first solution is a so-called “ghost” solution
[1], but further studies with additional orthogonal
alignments are necessary to definitively rule it out.
In the second solution, shown in Fig. 5c, the most

probable interdomain orientation has the z′-axis of C
domain close to the minus x-axis of Z domain and the
x′-axis of C domain close to the minus z-axis of Z
domain. It should be noted that the marginal distribu-
tion of the z′-axis is relatively broad but the marginal
distribution of the x′-axis is narrow. In addition,
uncertainties in the observed RDC values are
convolved into the CDIO and therefore no doubt
artificially broaden it to some degree. Thus, the
CDIO's depicted in Fig. 5 represent apparent CDIO's.
Accurate estimates of the experimental uncertainty
contributions to the CDIO will require additional
orthogonal alignments, but it is unlikely to represent
more than 10% of the variance, based on the average
RMSD values given in Fig. S5b. In Fig. 5c, the region
bounded by the 60% probability threshold takes 9.7%
of the entire interdomain orientational space and it has
a probability of 40%. The shape of this joint distribution
suggests that the flexible linker enables the two
domains to sample a relatively large range of the



Fig. 6. Thermodynamic analysis of the unfavorable reorientational contribution to the energy of molecular recognition.
The binding reaction is broken into two parts: a change in the conformational ensemble of the two-domain receptor from R1
(the ensemble that exists in the absence of ligand) to R2 (the receptor ensemble when it is bound to ligand), and the
desolvation and formation of the receptor–ligand interface. The order of events is arbitrary (see text) and the overall binding
thermodynamics can be deconstructed without regard to mechanism. The CDIO of R1 is based on ZLBT-C RDC
measurements and that of R2 is based on a simulation of the ZLBT-C/IgG complex (see text). Note that the R2 DoS figure is
the same in R2 and R2·L. When the energetic contributions from the conformational change and interface formation
reactions are added, they give the thermodynamics of the overall coupled binding reaction. As described in the text, the
orientational component of the three thermodynamic parameters: ΔUconf, ΔSconf, and ΔFconf can all be obtained from
appropriate integration of the CDIO probability density functions R1 and R2 (see section “Calculation of thermodynamic
parameters from distribution”).
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interdomain orientational space but somewhat re-
stricts the orientation of the C domain's x′-axis in the
vicinity of the Z domain's x-y plane. It should be noted
that the ribbon diagrams in Fig. 5 represent the most
probable interdomain orientations of each solution,
but the solutions are not single structures. Rather,
each solution is a distribution of structures depicted by
theDoS figures. TheDoS figures aremeant to replace
atomistic figures when presenting conformational
distributions.
We have explored the impact of a single Normal

CDIO assumption on the analysis of the experimental
data by refitting the RDC residuals to an additional
Normal mode (see Section 5 of Supplementary
Information). In the case of the ZLBT-C data, this
additional mode amounts to only 13% of the total
probability and therefore contributes little to the overall
distribution (Fig. S9).However, in caseswheremultiple
interdomain-specific interactions occur, one might
expect multiple modes to be significantly populated.
In these cases, this extension, which employs a
Bingham mixture model, could be quite useful.

The energetically favorable CDIO of SpA

A binding of a ligand to a receptor includes several
conceptually distinct processes involving the recep-
tor. These are posing the receptor in the conforma-
tional ensemble it adopts in the complex, desolvating
the binding interface, and forming the intermolecular
interactions. From a thermodynamic point of view,
it is irrelevant the order in which these processes
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take place, or even if the intermediates they create
actually exist [33]. The reaction that shifts the
receptor from the unbound conformational ensemble
to the bound one can in turn be broken into three
parts: (a) reorientation of its component domains,
(b) translation of domains relative to each other, and
(c) intradomain reorganization of domains, including
backbone and sidechain adjustments. The CDIOs of
the free and bound receptor provide the information
necessary to compute the energetics of the first part
(a) of this conformational change in the receptor.
Although this clearly does not allow for the compu-
tation of the energetics of overall binding, it
nevertheless provides thermodynamic insight into
an important component of those energetics. Accu-
rate quantification of this component (a) could be
crucial to understanding and optimizing macromo-
lecular recognition.
The conformational rearrangement step of a

binding reaction has been called an “induced fit”
reaction [31], while the formation of the interface
between the receptor and ligand, starting from the
receptor in the bound conformational ensemble is
referred to as a “lock and key” reaction [32]. Figure 6
depicts this thermodynamic analysis of a receptor–
ligand binding reaction, with a focus on the confor-
mational rearrangement of the receptor. This step
can be further decomposed into the three compo-
nents (a–c) listed above. We can compute the
thermodynamics of component (a) from the free
and bound CDIOs. Note that the induced fit step
always involves an increase in receptor energy
because if the binding competent conformational
ensemble were the lowest energy state, it would
exist even in the absence of ligand.
The experiments described in section “Interdomain

motions can be represented as a continuous
distribution” allowed us to observe the CDIO of the
unbound state. In the future, we intend to repeat the
same experiments in complex with the Fc domains of
human IgG1 to determine the boundCDIO. In place of
these experimental data, we simulated the interdo-
main orientational distribution of ZLBT-C bound to IgG
as a proof of principle. We modeled the complex as
two IgG1 molecules bound to a Z-C model using the
same interface observed in our previously determined
C-Fc crystal structure [12]. The core Fab, Fc, Z, and C
domains were treated as rigid bodies, while the
backbone conformations of the flexible 9-residue Fc–
Fab linkers and the 6-residue Z–C linker were sampled
using RanCh [28] to generate a 10,000 member
ensemble, as described above.
Because a CDIO is a valid Boltzmann distribution,

we can use it to determine the orientational depen-
dence of the energy of the system, E(θ). The
parameter θ refers to the three degrees of freedom
in rotation space SO(3), cf. Ref. [29]. Using the
experimentally determined CDIO of free ZLBT-C, we
can calculate E(θ), and when this energy field is
imposed upon the CDIO of the bound ZLBT-C
construct, we can calculate the change in internal
energy due to the reorientation of the two domains
from the free to bound conformational ensemble [see
section “Calculation of thermodynamic parameters
fromdistributions,”Eq. (14)]. In addition, the difference
in entropy between the two ensembles can be
computed from the probability form of the Boltzmann
equation [see section “Calculation of thermodynamic
parameters from distributions,” Eq. (15)]. With the
change in internal energy and entropy of reorientation,
we can estimate the free energy of reorientation
to pose ZLBT-C into the interdomain orientation
simulated in the complex [see section “Calculation of
thermodynamic parameters from distribution,”
Eq. (16)]. It should be noted that intradomain
rearrangements and changes in the interdomain
distance distribution, which are not captured by
RDC's, would not be included in this calculation, but
may be accessible to other structural methods.
Quantitative comparison of the simulated ZLBT-C/

IgG2 CDIO to that of solution 2 (Fig. S8) gives the re-
orientational contributions to the Helmholtz free energy
of binding (ΔF) of 0.8 kcal/mol, internal energy of
binding (ΔU) of 0.7 kcal/mol, and entropy (ΔS) of
0.33 cal/(mol K). It should be noted that because a
significant change in compressibility upon re-
orientation is unlikely, Helmholtz free energy is
approximately equal to Gibbs free energy (ΔF ≈ ΔG)
and internal energy is approximately equal to enthalpy
(ΔU ≈ ΔH) in this case. To compare these values to
those of other possible CDIOs, we systematically
sampled SO(3) space with 331,776 different CDIOs
whose variances were each set equal to those of the
simulated ZLBT-C/IgG2 CDIO. We then calculated the
ΔF and ΔU of each CDIO relative to the experimentally
determinedZLBT-CCDIO.TheΔFof solution2 is in the
23rd percentile of all values, which range from 0.3 to
1.8 kcal/mol. Note that the reorientational penalty is not
0 even when the mean of the sampled CDIO matches
that of the free ZLBT-C CDIO because the variance of
the ZLBT-C/IgG2 CDIO is predicted to be lower than
that of the observed free ZLTB-C CDIO. The large
difference between the energy cost of 0.8 kcal/mol and
the maximum cost of 1.8 kcal/mol indicates that the
maximum probability orientation of solution 2 is posed
in a favorable orientation to bind antibodies. Altering the
maximum probability orientation could significantly
increase the conformational energy cost of binding,
which suggests that the observed interdomain orienta-
tional distribution has been evolutionarily optimized.
Discussion

Previous studies have shown that calculations in
structural biology that rely on discrete conformation-
al ensembles are brittle. Instead, the continuous
nature of proteins must be taken into account in
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order to avoid overtting and brittle changes in
energetics as one moves between discrete struc-
tures. Only in the limit can a discrete ensemble
approximate a continuous distribution adequately,
and this limiting case is far too expensive for any
computer. In the absence of a continuous model,
current protein design methods start with one or
several discrete structures [25–27]. The methods
then model conformational distributions by using
either molecular dynamics or by sampling and
weighting nearby conformations using an empirical
molecular mechanics energy function. A continuous
model can certainly help this scenario by directly
using experimentally determined flexibility for protein
design.
The broad, albeit highly anisotropic, orientational

distribution of ZLBT-C indicates that the molecule
samples a large region of interdomain orientational
space, as a result of high structural flexibility. As
previously noted, this structural flexibility may be
crucial to the large functional plasticity displayed by
this important S. aureus virulence factor [13]. The
interdomain orientational distribution is certainly
influenced, if not dominated, by the 6-residue flexible
linker. The linker sequences are nearly identical
in the 4 linkers in SpA-N and among more than
50 S. aureus isolates (unpublished observations).
One possible reason for this unusual conservation is
to maintain the same interdomain orientational distri-
bution. If this hypothesis is correct, the interdomain
orientational distribution is selected by evolutionary
pressure as a functional phenotype of the protein.
Future studies using a polyglycine linker of the same
length will be used to test this hypothesis.
Based on the relativemagnitudes of RDCs in the first

and seconddomains, theZLBT-Cconstruct hasamore
flexible interdomain linker than two previously studied
di-domain systems [1,2]. Surprisingly, the region
bounded by blue color in Fig. 5c covers only 35% of
the entire 3D interdomain orientational space, but it has
a total probability of 80%. Although the distribution is
broad, it certainly shows a strong preference over a
limited volume. Our results suggest that a binary
classification of biopolymers as “flexible” or “inflexible”
is an over-simplification. For flexible systems with
different parts working jointly, quantifying the coupled
conformational distribution is necessary to reveal the
molecular mechanism underlying concerted motions
and the relationship between motion and function.
Based on the continuous conformational distribution,
we can calculate and separate the contributions of
enthalpy and entropy to binding very easily, by
computing a simple integral. Having calculated the
contributions of enthalpy and entropy to binding for the
ZLBT-C di-domain system (see section “Calculation of
thermodynamic parameters from distribution”), we now
believe that the interdomain orientation distributionmay
have been evolutionarily optimized to reduce the
conformational energy cost of binding.
Finally, the CDIO model we present here offers an
example of a starkly different approach to interpret-
ing RDC observations in flexible di-domain systems.
By avoiding pre-enumeration of atomistic ensemble
models, the CDIO approach simplifies the process of
generating a probabilistic structural model and
makes it easier to interpret. The DoS representation
makes interdomain orientational probability distribu-
tions easier to visualize and relate to a conventional
atomistic representation using a single set of
Cartesian coordinates. By providing the algorithms
and software necessary to fit a CDIO model and
display it as a DoS figure, we hope our approach will
be easy to adopt.
Materials and Methods

Molecular cloning and protein preparation

The 5B and Z-I2LBT-mutA-C genes were synthe-
sized by GENEWIZ, Inc. and then cloned into pAED4.
The design of Z-I2LBT-mutA-C was based on the Z-
I2LBT-mutA construct [19]. The amino acid sequence
of Z-I2LBT-mutA-C is “MVDNKFNKEQQNAFYEILH
LPNLNEEQRNAFIQSLKDYIDTNNDGAYEGDELQ
SANLLAEAKKLNDAQAPKADNKFNKEQQNA
FYEILHLPNLTEEQRNGFIQSLKDDPSVSKEILA
EAKKLNDAQAPK.” The NHis-Z-I2LBT-mutA-C gene
(Z-I2LBT-mutA-C with a 6× His tag fused to the N-
terminus) was constructed by inserting the Z-I2LBT-
mutA-C into pET28a (Novagen) and removing the
thrombin cleavage site. The amino acid sequence of
NHis-Z-I2LBT-mutA-C is “MGSSHHHHHHSSGLVPR
GSHMVDNKFNKEQQNAFYEILHLPNLNEEQRNA
FIQSLKDYIDTNNDGAYEGDELQSANLLAEAKKLN
DAQAPKADNKFNKEQQNAFYEILHLPNLTEE
QRNGFIQSLKDDPSVSKEILAEAKKLNDAQAPK.”
All plasmids were transformed into E. coli BL21(DE3)
for expression. Non-labeled proteins were expressed
at 37 °C for 5 h in LB medium and isotope-labeled
proteins were expressed inM9medium. Proteins were
purified first by acid precipitation with 5% (v/v) HAc
solution, then by a cation-exchanging SP Sepharose
(GE Healthcare) column or a Ni-NTA affinity column.
The purity of all products was confirmed by SDS-
PAGE, and their masses were confirmed with electro-
spray ionization mass spectroscopy.

Determination of the dissociation constant
between [Tb3+] and LBT constructs

TbCl3 was titrated into 0.5 μM protein solution
(Z-I2LBT-mutA-C or NHis-Z-I2LBT-mutA-C) to final
concentrations ranging from 0.25 to 10 μM. The
protein solution is in the buffer of 25 mM MOPS
(pH 7.2) and 100 mM KCl. The tyrosine residue in
the middle of LBT was excited at 280 nm and the
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emission of the Tb3+ ion was observed at 495 and
545 nm. The emission intensities were fit to the
following binding equation to obtain the dissociation
constant KD:

Ie ¼ ce
P½ � þ Tb3þ

� �þ KD−
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
P½ � þ Tb3þ

� �þ KD
� �2

−4 P½ � Tb3þ� �q
2 P½ �

ð1Þ

where Ie is the emission intensity, ce is the emission
coefficient, [P] is the protein concentration and [Tb3+]
is the concentration of Tb3+ ions.

NMR measurements and analysis

NMR spectroscopy was performed on Varian
instruments (14.1 and 18.8 T) with a Brüker console
(14.1 T) and an INOVA console (18.8 T). 5B NMR
samples were prepared with 1 mM protein in 50 mM
NaAc/HAc (pH 5.5) and 100 mMNaCl with 10%D2O.
ZLBT-C and NHis-ZLBT-C samples were prepared
with 250–500 μM protein in 25 mM MOPS (pH 7.2)
and 100 mM KCl with 10% D2O. The 15N-HSQC
spectra of 5B and ZLBT-Cwere sequentially assigned
using two 3DNMRexperiments, HNCACBandCBCA
(CO)NH. The assignments of NHis-ZLBT-C were
transferred from the assignments of ZLBT-C. For 5B,
all experiments were performed at 30 °C. 15N T1, T2
measurements and 15N heteronuclear NOE experi-
ments were conducted and spectra were processed
by NMRPipe. R1 and R2 rates, and NOE ratios were
calculated using the program NMRViewJ. The spec-
tral density function evaluated at three frequencies, 0,
ωN and 0.87ωH Hz, were calculated from R1 and R2
rates, and NOE ratios and were subsequently used to
generate the Lipari–Szabo map [16]. Order parame-
ters were also derived from the three spectral density
function values using an anisotropic tumbling model.
For ZLBT-C and NHis-ZLBT-C, all experiments were
performed at 25 °C. 15N HSQC IPAP experiments
[20] were conducted with 1024 complex points in the
direct dimension and 128 points in the indirect
dimension. The samples for these experiments
contain 1:1.1 ratio of protein and LuCl3/DyCl3/TbCl3.
The sample with LuCl3 was used to measure the J
coupling and serves as a reference. The spectra were
also processed byNMRPipe. The center of each peak
was measured by fitting the peak to a mixture model
with both Gaussian and Lorentzian components. The
fitting program was written in Mathematica. RDCs
were measured by calculating the difference between
the coupling constants in the presence of diamagnetic
ion Lu3+ and paramagnetic ions Dy3+/Tb3+. The
Saupe tensor of each domain in each alignment was
calculated by the SVD method [21]. The Z domain
structure (PDB code: 1Q2N) and C domain structure
(PDB code: 4NPE) were used for the calculation. The
Q factor associated with each data set reflects the
level of noise both in the RDC data and the input
structure. The noise level is generally considered low
when the Q factor is below 0.3 [22]. The Q factor is
calculated as:

Q ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
∑N

i¼1 Dcal
i −Dexp

i

� �2q
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
∑N

i¼1 Dexp
i

� �2q : ð2Þ

The fitted Saupe tensors were used to generate
orthogonal alignments following the OLC method
[22]. Programs for Saupe tensor calculation and the
OLC method were also written in Mathematica.

Interdomain motion modeling and data fitting

The interdomain motions were modeled as a
Bingham distribution on SO(3) [23]. The Bingham
model on SO(3) is a unimodal distribution, which
takes the following form:

P qe j X
� �

¼ c−1 Xð Þ exp qeTXqe� �
: ð3Þ

In Eq. (3), c−1(X) is the normalization factor.
q ∈ SO(3) is a rotation and qe is the 4D unit
quaternion representation of q. Unit quaternions
can represent interdomain orientations. A unit
quaternion can be described by four parameters.
The four parameters represent a single-axis rotation,
or the resulting orientation. Three of the parameters
represent a 3D unit vector, which is the rotation axis.
The fourth parameter describes a rotation angle
around the axis. The unit quaternion representation
of orientation preserves Harr measure and avoids
singularities [30]. Matrix X encodes the mean and
variances of the Bingham model on SO(3). It is a
symmetric 4 × 4 matrix with a constant trace which
thus has 9 degrees of freedom (DOFs).
The relationship between the Saupe tensor of Z

domain and the Saupe tensor of C domain in the
same alignment is described by a 5 × 5 transforma-
tion matrix Q with 25 real elements, as shown in the
following equation:

sc ¼ E Q½ � � sz : ð4Þ

In Eq. (4), sc and sz are vectorized Saupe tensors
with five elements each (Supplementary Informa-
tion). The Q matrix is a function of the interdomain
orientation, R ∈ SO(3). E[Q] is the expectation value
of theQmatrix over the rotation space SO(3) given a
probability distribution for R. Using the Bingham
model, E[Q] becomes a function of X. Based on
Eq. (4), the objective function used in the fitting
algorithm is defined as:

f xð Þ ¼
X
i

E Q Xj½ � � szi−scið Þ2� ð5Þ
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In Eq. (5), X contains the array of parameters to
define the Bingham distribution; E[Q |X] is the
calculated expectation value of the Q matrix given
the parameters X; szi is the i th experimental
alignment tensor of Z domain; and sci is the i th
experimental alignment tensor of C domain. The
derivation and the elements of theQmatrix are given
in the Supplementary Information.
The fitting algorithm is a branch-and-bound algo-

rithm that exploits a decomposition of the Q matrix
when assuming the Bingham model. The Q matrix
was decomposed into the product of three matrices.
The DOFs of the three matrices constitute spaces S3,
ℝ3, andS3, respectively.S3 is the unit three-sphere in
four-dimensional space (ℝ4). To distinguish the two
rotation spaces, the space corresponding to a left
rotation is notated asSL

3 and the one corresponding to
a right rotation is notated as SR

3. The fitting algorithm
has three steps. In the first step, the space ℝ3 was
divided into subregions, which were subsequently
bounded and pruned. In the second step, the
remaining ℝ3 × SR

3 space was branched, bounded,
and pruned. The final step of algorithm exhaustively
enumerated the remaining space in ℝ3 × SR

3 after the
two-step pruning. Potential solutions were scored
based on the objective function defined in Eq. (5).
Solutions with the best scores were returned. A
detailed description of the fitting algorithm is provided
in the Supplementary Information. The CDIO fitting
program and the DoS rendering Mathematica note-
book are freely available, as open-source software
(http://www.cs.duke.edu/donaldlab/software/cdio.
php). This makes our code and algorithm generally
available to the community.

Calculation of clash scores for distributions

Given a low-probability region defined by a
simulation, the probability of the region is defined
as the floor probability pf. The floor probability
represents the reasonable amount of probability
existing in the region. In addition, define a ceil
probability pc as the largest probability drawn from
an equal volume region in the simulated distribution.
The clash score for a distribution is calculated as
following:

scored ¼ pd−p f

pc−p f
ð6Þ

where pd is the probability of a distribution falling
within the low probability region.

Simulation of the ZLBT-C/IgG2 complex

Three structure models, Z domain (PDB code:
1Q2N), C domain-Fc complex (PDB code: 4WWI),
and a full antibody molecule (PDB code: 1IGT), were
used in the simulation generated by RanCh [28].
After generating a 10,000 member ensemble, we
converted the discrete ensemble into a continuous
distribution by assigning uniform weights to each
conformer and using an isotropic Bingham kernel
(see the convolution module in the CDIO software
package).

Calculation of thermodynamic parameters from
distributions

When a multidomain molecule (referred to hereaf-
ter as the receptor) binds its binding partner (the
ligand), its interdomain orientational distribution may
change. Given P1(θ), the orientational probability
density function (PDF) on SO(3) in the absence of
ligand, and the PDF P2(θ) in the presence of the
ligand, thermodynamic parameters (ΔF, ΔU, and
ΔS) for reorientation of the receptor from the free to
bound ensembles can be calculated assuming that a
probability in the reference distribution P1(θ) and its
corresponding state energy E(θ) satisfies the Boltz-
mann distribution relationship:

P1 θð Þ∝ exp −
E θð Þ
RT

	 

; ð7Þ

where θ ∈ SO(3) represents the three orientational
degrees of freedom. Note that conformational
changes leading to interdomain translation are not
considered because the RDC measurements are
blind to such changes. However, other experiments
(e.g., FRET or pseudocontact shifts) might provide
such complementary information. Here, we only
focus on the receptor conformational change contri-
butions to the binding thermodynamics. We define
the receptor system as an ensemble of conforma-
tions adopted by the unliganded receptor.
A CDIO like that in Eq. (7) can be multiplied by an

orientation-dependent property and integrated
(the continuous version of summation over the
probabilities of a discrete ensemble) to compute
the ensemble-averaged property. Such integrals are
taken over SO(3) and are useful for calculating the
thermodynamics of interdomain reorientation. The
internal energy of the receptor ensemble before
binding is

U1 ¼
Z

P1 θð ÞE θð Þ dθ: ð8Þ

The conformational internal energy of the receptor
ensemble in the pre-posed binding conformation is

U2 ¼
Z

P2 θð ÞE θð Þ dθ: ð9Þ

Note that the orientation-dependent energy func-
tion E(θ) in Eq. (9) is the same as in Eq. (8) because

http://www.cs.duke.edu/donaldlab/software/cdio.php
http://www.cs.duke.edu/donaldlab/software/cdio.php
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the receptor is reorienting in the orientational energy
field of the unbound receptor. Thus, the change in
the internal energy of the receptor ensemble due to
reorientation upon binding is

ΔU ¼ U2−U1 ¼
Z

P2θ−P1 θð Þð ÞE θð Þ dθ; ð10Þ

because the Boltzmann equation is:

P1 θð Þ ¼ exp −
E θð Þ
RT

	 

=Z ; ð11Þ

where Z is the partition function for the unbound
receptor ensemble, we can determine the orienta-
tional energy field of the unbound receptor:

E θð Þ ¼ −RT ln P1 θð Þ − RT ln Z : ð12Þ
By substituting Eq. (12) into Eq. (10), we have:

ΔU ¼ −RT
Z

P2 θð Þ−P1 θð Þð Þ lnP1 θð Þ dθ

− RT
Z

P2 θð Þ−P1 θð Þð Þ lnZ dθ: ð13Þ

The second term on the right-hand side in Eq. (13)
is zero because both PDFs P1(θ) and P2(θ) are
normalized and their integrals equal 1. Consequently,
we have:

ΔU ¼ −RT
Z

P2 θð Þ−P1 θð Þð Þ lnP1 θð Þ dθ; ð14Þ

which represents the change in internal energy when
the receptor reorients from the unbound ensemble to
the ensemble pre-posed for binding to ligand. In
addition, ΔS of reorientation can be calculated using
the probability form of the Boltzmann equation:

ΔS ¼ R
Z

P2 θð Þ lnP2 θð Þ−P1 θð Þ lnP1 θð Þð Þdθ: ð15Þ

Consequently, the Helmholtz free energy of
reorientation can be calculated from ΔU and ΔS as:

ΔF ¼ ΔU − TΔS: ð16Þ
We used the above equations to calculate ΔF, ΔU,

and ΔS of reorientation from our computed CDIO
distributions.
DoS representation

The challenge of visualizing orientation probability
distributions is that they are joint in the three DOFs
of SO(3). Displaying the correlation between the
DOFs requires a four-dimensional representation.
Each interdomain orientation can be specified by
the direction ez of the second domain's z-axis and
the direction ex of the second domain's x-axis. In the
DoS representation, location of the center of a disk
on a two-sphere corresponds to ez, while the
direction of a radial line on the disk corresponds to
ex. The radial lines are color coded to represent their
associated probabilities. The transformation from a
quaternion to its corresponding vectors, ez and ex, is
achieved by:

ez ¼ 2q1q3 þ 2q2q4;−2q1q2 þ 2q3q4; q
2
1−q

2
2−q

2
3 þ q2

4

� �
ð17Þ

ex ¼ q2
1 þ q2

2−q
2
3−q

2
4; 2q2q3 þ 2q1q4;−2q1q3 þ 2q2q4

� �
:

ð18Þ

The DoS representation preserves the features of
the rotation space SO(3) better than an Euler angle
representation. The distribution of ez can be plotted
on a spherical surface without distortion. In our case
to draw it, the distribution of ez is discretized on the
sphere to incorporate disks representing the condi-
tional distribution p(ex |ez), and the DoS representa-
tion expresses most features of not only the rotation
space SO(3) but also distributions on SO(3). By
zooming in, a finite discretization of ez can be
calculated and drawn from the underlying continu-
ous distribution at any desired resolution.
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1 The information about interdomain motions is

summarized in the Q matrix

Residual dipolar couplings (RDCs) contain information about orientation. A residual
dipolar coupling between two spins is a function of angle θ as in Eq. (1), which is the
angle between the bond vector from one spin to the other and the direction of the
magnetic field. However, the bond vector is rotating when the molecule is in solution
and there is a distribution of angles θ instead of one unique angle. Consequently,
RDC is an average over the distribution:

D
IS

= −µ0γI
γ

S
~

4π2〈r3
IS
〉
〈3 cos2 θ − 1

2
〉. (1)

There is an alternative expression for RDC besides Eq. (1). The averaging in
RDCs can be summarized by using a tensor, which is a 3× 3 symmetric matrix with
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zero trace. The matrix is formally named as a Saupe tensor. Thus, the RDC equation
can be formulated in the following way [1]:

D =
K

2
vTSv. (2)

In Eq. (2), K is the dipolar coupling constant, v is a normalized unit bond vector and
S is a Saupe tensor. The Saupe tensor is a traceless symmetric matrix which has 5
degrees of freedom (DOFs): axiality, rhombicity and orientation of the principle axes
in a molecular frame.

The interdomain motions can be described by a probability distribution. If each
interdomain orientation can be assigned a probability, the interdomain dynamics are
completely quantified. Thus, we can convert the problem of determining interdomain
motions to determining a probability distribution. Furthermore, each interdomain
orientation can be represented as a rotation. In the SpA-N interdomain motion prob-
lem, Z domain is Domain I and C domain is Domain II. Suppose we attach a set
of axes to each domain. Then an interdomain orientation can be represented by the
orientational difference between the two sets of axes, in other words, a rotation. The
rotation can be parameterized either by a rotation matrix or a quaternion. Conse-
quently, we reduce the problem to determining a probability distribution over the
rotation space SO(3).

Following the above framework, the two Saupe tensors determined from their
own molecular frame can be related by a rotation if the two domains have a fixed
orientation:

D =
K

2
v

I

TS
I
v

I
=
K

2
v

II

TRTS
I
Rv

II
(3)

D =
K

2
v

II

TS
II
v

II
(4)

where v
I

is a normalized unit bond vector in the molecular frame of the first domain
and v

II
is a normalized bond vector in the molecular frame of the second domain.

R ∈ SO(3) and can be parameterized as a 3×3 rotation matrix, which has orthogonal
rows and columns, and a determinant of +1:

R =

 x1 y1 z1
x2 y2 z2
x3 y3 z3

 . (5)

Hence,
S

II
= RTS

I
R. (6)

When there are interdomain motions, the second Saupe tensor S
II

is an average over
all possible orientations:

S
II

= 〈RTS
I
R〉. (7)

In the current experimental setting, the lanthanide ion aligns the first domain di-
rectly and the second domain indirectly through the linker. The interdomain motions
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do not influence the alignment of the first domain. Because of the motional decou-
pling, S

I
remains a constant. Thus, we can take S

I
out of the average by vectorizing

the Saupe tensors:
s
II

= IE[Q] · s
I

(8)

where

IE[Q] =


〈x2

1
− x2

3
〉 〈x2

2
− x2

3
〉 〈2x1x2〉 〈2x1x3〉 〈2x2x3〉

〈y2
1
− y2

3
〉 〈y2

2
− y2

3
〉 〈2y1y2〉 〈2y1y3〉 〈2y2y3〉

〈x1y1 − x3y3〉 〈x2y2 − x3y3〉 〈x1y2 + x2y1〉 〈x1y3 + x3y1〉 〈x2y3 + x3y2〉
〈x1z1 − x3z3〉 〈x2z2 − x3z3〉 〈x1z2 + x2z1〉 〈x1z3 + x3z1〉 〈x2z3 + x3z2〉
〈y1z1 − y3z3〉 〈y2z2 − y3z3〉 〈y1z2 + y2z1〉 〈y1z3 + y3z1〉 〈y2z3 + y3z2〉


(9)

In Eq. (8-9), s
I

and s
II

are vectorized Saupe tensors with 5 elements in the format s =
[Sxx, Syy, Sxy, Sxz, Syz]

T . The Q matrix is a function of the interdomain orientation
R. IE[Q] is the expectation of the Q matrix over the rotation space SO(3). Define
matrix M ≡ IE[Q] and let the probability distribution of R ∈ SO(3) be P (R). Then
each element in the matrix M can be calculated by an integration:

Mi,j =

∫
SO(3)

Qi,jP (R)dR. (10)

In Eq. (8), s
I

and s
II

are directly derived from experimental observables. With one
or multiple alignments, we can obtain the full Q matrix or linear combinations of
its elements. Because Eq. (8) expresses a relationship between the experimental
observables, s

I
and s

II
, and the underlying interdomain orientational distribution, the

full Q matrix or its linear combinations contain information about the orientational
distribution, and the information can serve as geometric constraints.

2 The Q matrix can be decomposed into the prod-

uct of three matrices

The interdomain orientational distribution is modeled as the Bingham distribution
on SO(3), which takes the following form [2, 3]:

P (q̃ |X) = c−1(X) exp(q̃TXq̃). (11)

In Eq. (11), c−1(X) is the normalization factor. P (q̃ |X) is the probability of q̃ given
X. q ∈ SO(3) is a rotation and q̃ is the 4D unit quaternion representation of q.
X is a symmetric 4 × 4 matrix with a constant trace and thus 9 degrees of freedom
(DOFs). The meaning of the 9 DOFs becomes more clear if we decompose X in the
following way:

X = MTΛM. (12)
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Here, M is a rotation matrix belonging to the group SO(4) and Λ is a diagonal matrix
with a constant trace specifying the variances along the four principle directions. M
contains 6 DOFs and Λ contains 3 DOFs. The rotation matrix M ∈ SO(4) can be
further decomposed into a left isoclinic rotation ML and a right isoclinic rotation
MR:

M = MLMR. (13)

The left isoclinic rotation ML corresponds to a left quaternion rotation q
L
, the right

isoclinic rotation MR corresponds to a right quaternion rotation q
R

. Consequently,
the 9 DOFs in the Bingham distribution can be separated into three matrices, Λ, ML

and MR.
When the Bingham distribution is used to model an interdomain distribution, the

Q matrix can be decomposed into three matrices. The decomposition of the Q matrix
is proved by using the matrix von Mises Fisher (vMF) distribution. The 3×3 matrix
vMF distribution is a distribution of 3× 3 orthogonal matrices with determinants of
+1 on SO(3) [4]. The probability density function of the vMF distribution takes the
following form:

P (R |F ) = c−1(F ) exp(Tr(FR)) (14)

In Eq. (14), c−1(F ) is a normalization factor. P (R |F ) is the probability of R given
F . R ∈ SO(3) is a rotation matrix and F is a 3× 3 matrix containing 9 parameters.
F can be decomposed in the following way:

F = ΘDΓ, (15)

where Θ ∈ SO(3) and Γ ∈ SO(3) are two rotation matrices. D = Diag(φ1, φ2, φ3) is a
3×3 diagonal matrix with 3 concentration parameters. The matrix vMF distribution
is equivalent to the Bingham distribution [4] with the following relationships:

Λ =


φ1 + φ2 + φ3 0 0 0

0 φ1 − φ2 − φ3 0 0
0 0 φ2 − φ1 − φ3 0
0 0 0 φ3 − φ1 − φ2

 (16)

Γ = RotM(q
L
) (17)

Θ = RotM(q
R

), (18)

where RotM is a function mapping from a quaternion q to its corresponding rotation
matrix. If we construct a new matrix Y = ΓRΘ, we can rewrite Eq. (8) as

s
II

= IE[Q(ΓTYΘT )] · s
I

= Q(ΘT ) · IE[Q |D] ·Q(ΓT ) · s
I
, (19)

where Q(R) is a function converting the rotation matrix R ∈ SO(3) into the Q matrix
form. Specifically, given that R is parameterized as in Eq. (5), the function Q(R) is

4



Eq. (20):

Q(R) =


x2

1
− x2

3
x2

2
− x2

3
2x1x2 2x1x3 2x2x3

y2
1
− y2

3
y2
2
− y2

3
2y1y2 2y1y3 2y2y3

x1y1 − x3y3 x2y2 − x3y3 x1y2 + x2y1 x1y3 + x3y1 x2y3 + x3y2

x1z1 − x3z3 x2z2 − x3z3 x1z2 + x2z1 x1z3 + x3z1 x2z3 + x3z2
y1z1 − y3z3 y2z2 − y3z3 y1z2 + y2z1 y1z3 + y3z1 y2z3 + y3z2

 (20)

As a result, the following is true for the Bingham distribution:

s
II

= Q(q̃
R

−1) · IE[Q |Λ] ·Q(q̃
L

−1) · s
I
. (21)

In Eq. (21), q̃
R

and q̃
L

are two quaternions corresponding to rotations specified by
rotation matrices Θ ∈ SO(3) and Γ ∈ SO(3). The probability density function used
to calculate the expectation IE[Q |Λ] is

P (q̃
Y
|Λ) = c−1(Λ) exp(q̃

Y

TΛq̃
Y

) (22)

where
q̃

Y
= q̃

L
q̃q̃

R
. (23)

In Eq. (21), Q(q̃) is a function converting the quaternion q̃ into the Q matrix form.
Essentially, Q(q̃) = Q(R(q̃)) where R(q̃) is the function converting a quaternion q̃
into its corresponding rotation matrix.

In addition, the distribution P (q̃
Y
|Λ) is symmetric with respect to xyz, xyw,

xzw and yzw hyperplanes in the 4D space. Let q̃
Y

= (q1 , q2 , q3 , q4). Because of the 4
hyperplane symmetries, most expectations of quartic terms are zero. There are only
ten non-zero expectations of quartic terms, 〈q4

i
〉 and 〈q2

i
q2
j
〉, where i, j = 1, 2, 3, 4. The

expectation matrix of Q(q̃
Y

) contains a large number of zero entries. If we define

a
ij

=
1

3
〈q4

i
+ q4

j
− 6q2

i
q2
j
〉 (24)

Then

IE[Q|Λ] =


−a12 − a34 + 3a13 + 3a24 + a14 + a23 2a13 + 2a24 − 2a14 − 2a23 0 0 0

2a12 + 2a34 − 2a14 − 2a23 3a12 + 3a34 − a13 − a24 + a14 + a23 0 0 0
0 0 3a14 − 3a23 0 0
0 0 0 3a13 − 3a24 0
0 0 0 0 3a12 − 3a34


(25)

Eq. (24) and Eq. (25) are evaluated by efficiently approximating the matrix hy-
pergeometric function [5].
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3 A three-step branch and bound algorithm to de-

termine a unimodal distribution

Following Eq. (21), Q matrix can be decomposed into three matrices. Each of the
matrices has three DOFs, living in the spaces S3, R3 and S3, respectively. In order
to distinguish the two rotation spaces, the space corresponding to a left rotation is
notated as S3

L
and the one corresponding to a right rotation is notated as S3

R
. When

the matrices are viewed as operators, the Saupe tensors get rotated but the magnitude
of principle components of a Saupe tensor remain the same under rotation operations.
Consequently, the first left rotation and the second averaging operation transform the
principle components of s

I
into those of s

II
. Based on this, we focus on R3 × S3

L
in

the first two steps of search, thus reducing the dimensionality, and find a subspace in
R3 × S3

L
which transforms the largest principle component DI

a of s
I

into DII
a of s

II
.

Step 1. The first step is to prune the R3 space. Before pruning, bounds of the
largest principle component Da on a region of R3 are built. If DII

a does not fall into
the range between the bounds, the region can not contain the solution to Eq. (21) and
will be consequently pruned. Detailed description of building the bounds is shown in
the following.

In Eq. (11), M is a rotation matrix in SO(4) and Λ = Diag(λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4) is a
diagonal matrix with four concentration parameters. Without ordering the concen-
tration parameters, there are multiple pairs of Λ and M corresponding to the same
distribution. To resolve the ambiguity, the concentration parameters are defined in
the order of λ1 > λ4 > λ3 > λ2. λ1 + λ2 + λ3 + λ4 = 0 is also enforced because
for any scalar a, Λ and Λ− aI correspond to the same distribution. With these two
conventions, most of the ambiguity has been resolved. Although the column vector
in M can flip signs, the remaining sign ambiguity hardly raises a concern.

Because the right rotation does not change the magnitude of principle components,
the resulting Da is a function of only Λ and q−1

L
. For each q−1

L
, bounds of Da can

be calculated easily based on the range of variables in Λ. Intuitively, Λ defines the
averaging operation on a Saupe tensor. When Λ corresponds to a broad distribution
and the averaging operation is intensive, Da is small and vice versa. So Da reaches its
maximum and minimum when there is the least and the most averaging, respectively.
Suppose the range of variables in Λ is as:

λ2 ≤ λ2 ≤ λ2 (26)

λ3 ≤ λ3 ≤ λ3 (27)

λ4 ≤ λ4 ≤ λ4. (28)

In Eqs. (26-28), an underlined symbol represents the parameter’s lower limit and an
overlined one indicates its upper limit. Following the definition, it can be proved that
the averaging operation is least intensive when (λ2, λ3, λ4) = (λ2, λ3, λ4) and it is most

6



intensive when (λ2, λ3, λ4) = (λ2, λ3, λ4). To fully solve the problem, we also need
to know which q−1

L
∈ S3 makes Da reach its maximum and minimum. A systematic

sampling on one half sphere of S3 with 4608 samples was used.
In order to strictly follow the definition λ1 > λ4 > λ3 > λ2, the branched region

in the R3 space follows the rules below.

λ2 ≤ λ3 (29)

λ3 ≤ λ4 (30)

λ4 ≤ λ1. (31)

Because the above rules need to be followed, some regions violating the rules can not
be bounded. We name those regions as illegal regions. However, as the branching goes
to a deeper level, the total volume of the illegal regions gets smaller. Empirically,
the volume of illegal regions can be reduced below a desired value after 6 levels
of branching. Consequently, the existence of illegal regions does not break down
the provable guarantee nor decrease the accuracy, although it reduces the pruning
efficiency to some extent. The 6 levels of branching algorithm is equivalent to a
systematic sampling on R3 with 262144 samples.

Step 2. The 2nd step is very similar to the first step, building bounds over
a region in R3 × S3

L
where the bounds are for the largest principle component Da.

The spherical space S3 is divided into 6912 regions. For a given region in R3 ×
S3

L
, the maximum and minimum are reached when (λ2, λ3, λ4) = (λ2, λ3, λ4) and

when (λ2, λ3, λ4) = (λ2, λ3, λ4). For a given region in S3, the quaternions, qmax
L

and
qmin
L

, that give maximum and minimum Da can not be determined analytically, so a
systematic sampling with 8 samples on the region is used. Because each one of the
6912 subregions on S3 is small, the systematic sampling with 8 samples is sufficient.
After bounds are calculated, regions that do not contain DII

a will be pruned.
At least two independent alignments are necessary to determine a unimodal Bing-

ham distribution. In the first and second pruning steps described in the previous
paragraphs, the magnitudes of principle components of Saupe tensors serve as two
constraints. They are applied to the parameter space in R3×S3

L
, reducing the number

of DOFs from six to four.
Step 3. The third step is a systematic sampling on the remaining four dimensional

space. For each sampled point, the resulting Saupe tensors after the left rotation
operation and the averaging operation are calculated and rotation matrices of the
Saupe tensors are calculated. Suppose the calculated rotation matrices are Rq1 and
Rq2 for the two alignments and suppose the rotation matrices for the Saupe tensors
of the second domain are RII1 and RII2. Hence, the right rotation matrices RR1 and
RR2 can be calculated using the following equation:

RR = Rq ·RT
II. (32)

Two right rotation matrices can be calculated, one for each alignment. If the two
rotation matrices agree with each other within a numerical tolerance, the sampled
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point in R3 × S3
L

along with the calculated rotation in S3
R

is stored. The stored
solutions are sorted by the objective function in Eq. (33) to find the best Bingham
distribution satisfying the data:

f(x) =
∑
i

(IE[Q |X] · s
Zi
− s

Ci
)2. (33)

4 Comparison to the Gaussian axial fluctuation

model

The Gaussian axial fluctuation (GAF) model is a continuous model, which describes
the anisotropic motions of each peptide plane in a protein molecule [6]. The CDIO
model and the GAF model share several common ground. The continuous assumption
adopted by both models is a more reasonable assumption to describe the continuous
movements of atoms in space. In addition, high resolution structural information
were used as prior information in both cases in order to better estimate the dynamic
information [6]. However, the CDIO model is clearly different from the GAF model in
terms of data requirements and the ability to quantify correlated motions. The GAF
model is an extension to previous order parameter approaches, which only describe
local motions of peptide planes [7]. With only three degrees of freedom (DOFs) for
each peptide plane, the GAF model only describes motion magnitudes along three
predefined directions and does not show the correlations between them [7, 8]. On
the other hand, the nine DOFs in the CDIO model enable us to find the principle
directions from data and to fully describe correlated motions between domains. In
addition, the CDIO model requires less data in practice despite its flexibility. The
GAF model was determined with more than 15 alignment media [6], but the CDIO
model presented here was determined with only four alignment conditions. The large
amount of data required by the GAF model is due to the lack of effective bond vec-
tors in a peptide plane. The bond vectors are mostly constrained in a plane and
thus not sensitive to a portion of dynamic information. This part of information can
only be recovered by using additional alignment media, leading to the demanding
data requirement of the GAF model. On the other hand, the bond vectors in the
CDIO model span all three dimensions in a single alignment condition and contain a
significant amount of information content. Moreover, our ability to manipulate align-
ment conditions with lanthanides also helps reduce the required number of alignment
conditions for the CDIO model.
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5 Extension of the CDIO model to a Bingham

mixture model

A unimodal Bingham distribution over SO(3) is often sufficient to capture the broad
conformational distributions observed for inter-domain protein orientations, and may
be computed without overfitting. This is the analogy of fitting a Normal distribution
to empirical data, a methodology that has been a mainstay of the scientific method for
over a century. Nevertheless, in some cases, a bimodal or even multimodal distribution
may be preferred. Our model is easily extended to fit this case, using a Bingham
mixture model.

A Bingham mixture model is a weighted sum of Bingham distributions over three-
dimensional rotation space, SO(3). It is the orientational statistics analogue of the
familiar Gaussian mixture model. The CDIO model can be extended to a Bingham
mixture model. In the Bingham mixture model, the weight of each mode is determined
by its fitness to the objective function. Suppose the CDIO model we determined is
the Bingham distribution

P (q̃ |X1), (34)

where q̃ is a unit quaternion, and the matrix X1 = MTΛM specifies the position of
the mode and variances along the principal directions, as defined above in Section 2.
P (q̃ |X1) may be regarded as a function B(X1) : SO(3) −→ R defining the probability
density over SO(3).Where no confusion is possible, we will identify P (q̃ |X1) and
B(X1), and write P (q̃ |X1) = B(X1)

The fitness is calculated by comparing the determinants of the target Saupe tensors
and the back-calculated Saupe tensors:

c1 = 1− µi(
| det(IE[Q |X1] · sZi

)− det(s
Ci

) |
det(s

Ci
)

), (35)

where s
Zi

and s
Ci

are the ith Saupe tensors of Z domain and C domain, respectively.
µ denotes the average over i. det(Y ) denotes the determinant of a matrix Y .

Assuming the true distribution contains more than one mode, a bimodal Bingham
mixture model can be determined in the following steps. The coefficient c1 of the first
mode is calculated by Eq. (35). The coefficient of the second mode c2 is calculated
as:

c2 = 1− c1. (36)

The second mode is calculated based on the fitting residual of the first mode and its
coefficient c2, where we define the fitting residual ri as:

ri = s
Ci
− c1 · IE[Q |X1] · sZi

. (37)

Then we obtain the following target function:

f(X2) =
∑
i

(c2 · IE[Q |X2] · sZi
− ri)

2. (38)
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Finally, the first mode and second mode can be combined to obtain a Bingham
mixture distribution:

P (q̃ | c1, c2, X1, X2) = c1P (q̃ |X1) + c2P (q̃ |X2), (39)

where, following the convention above, P (q̃ |X1) = B(X1) and P (q̃ |X2) = B(X2).
In the SpA-N case, we stopped the calculation after computing the second mode

because the fitting residual was negligible after incorporating the second mode (Fig.
S9). Nevertheless, the method can easily be extended to more than two modes,
especially when either (a) the residual fit of the bimodal distribution is large enough
to demand a third mode, or, (b) when prior knowledge about the number of modes
is available.
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Figure S1: Assigned 15N-HSQC spectrum of 5B

Table S1: Saupe tensors for the raw RDC alignments
Alignments Sxx × 104 Syy × 104 Szz × 104 Sxy × 104 Sxz × 104 Syz × 104

Z Domain (ZLBT-C/Dy) 4.28001 -7.67796 3.39795 6.55967 0.40121 1.06127
Z Domain (ZLBT-C/Tb) 3.52548 -8.35964 4.83416 13.0823 -0.85906 -0.72809
Z Domain (NHis-ZLBT-C/Dy) 7.34644 -6.49645 -0.84999 5.89684 2.51085 1.58517
Z Domain (NHis-ZLBT-C/Tb) 3.97532 -7.91062 3.93530 13.3048 -0.08414 -1.39206
C Domain (ZLBT-C/Dy) 0.358836 -0.89213 0.533293 -0.259814 -0.213286 -0.379667
C Domain (ZLBT-C/Tb) 0.058455 -0.71456 0.656105 -0.430284 0.0690889 -0.052648
C Domain (NHis-ZLBT-C/Dy) 0.442151 -0.92183 0.479674 -0.233014 0.0074228 -0.530056
C Domain (NHis-ZLBT-C/Tb) 0.331236 -0.80239 0.471152 -0.544461 0.0135016 -0.280945

Table S2: Saupe tensors for the OLC RDC alignments
Alignments Sxx × 104 Syy × 104 Szz × 104 Sxy × 104 Sxz × 104 Syz × 104

Z Domain (OLC1) -8.6551 14.9983 -6.34323 -20.5640 -0.41839 0.36701
Z Domain (OLC2) 5.04792 -2.43413 -2.61378 -1.55826 2.56783 2.28739
Z Domain (OLC3) 0.35788 1.64803 -2.00591 0.808051 0.61851 -0.80794
Z Domain (OLC4) -0.0200 -0.15944 0.17944 -0.09183 0.24301 -0.29560
C Domain (OLC1) -0.521156 1.57063 -1.04947 0.771357 0.0267095 0.524178
C Domain (OLC2) 0.357427 -0.54729 0.18986 0.036935 -0.0785261 -0.454419
C Domain (OLC3) -0.011501 0.15437 -0.14287 -0.047073 0.1798110 0.016907
C Domain (OLC4) 0.194694 -0.09929 -0.09540 -0.069345 -0.1062530 -0.158944
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Figure S2: R1, R2 rates and HetNOE ratios of each residue in 5B. Red points corre-
spond to terminal residues.
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Figure S3: Di-domain constructs and their binding affinities determined by fluores-
cence. a, Schematic representation of the two constructs, ZLBT-C and NHis-ZLBT-C.
Sequences of the two constructs are listed in SI molecular cloning section. b, Fluo-
rescence data of ZLBT-C/Tb (black) and NHis-ZLBT-C/Tb (red). Fitted curves are
shown as blue and orange respectively. The dissociation constants are shown followed
by standard error.
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Figure S4: 15N-HSQC spectrum of ZLBT-C

Figure S5: The correlation plot of all four RDC datasets of Z domain (panel a)/C
domain (panel b) and the RDCs back-calculated from the fitted Saupe tensors.
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Figure S6: RDC correlation plots. The correlation plot of the first OLC dataset (blue)
and the second OLC dataset (yellow) of Z domain and the RDCs back-calculated from
solution 1 (panel a) and solution 2 (panel b).
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Figure S7: Comparing calculated interdomain orientational distribution with the sim-
ulated di-domain orientational distribution. The first (panel a) and the second (panel
b) best calculated interdomain orientational distributions, which are also shown in
Figure 5a and Figure 5c respectively. c, The simulated interdomain orientational
distribution in the disk representation. The bottom of each panel shows the distribu-
tion from an opposite view. The color goes from red, yellow, green, blue to white as
probability decreases.
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Figure S8: Comparing calculated interdomain orientational distribution with the sim-
ulated antibody-complex orientational distribution. The second best calculated in-
terdomain orientational distributions (a) and the simulated antibody-complex inter-
domain orientational distribution (b) in the disk representation. The bottom of each
panel shows the distribution from an opposite view. The color goes from red, yellow,
green, blue to white as probability decreases.
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Figure S9: a, DoS view of the second mode of the Bingham mixture distribution
obtained by fitting the RDC data to the second CDIO solution (Fig. 5c). Note
the small amount of density visible in the disks near the south pole. b, To aid
visualization, the second mode, which represents only 13% of the total probability,
is magnified 7-fold. c, Projection of the Bingham mixture distribution onto the
great circle connecting the maxima of the two modes. The dashed circle represents
a probability density of zero. d, Circular projection with the second mode magnified
7-fold.
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